
 
 

phoenixNAP Bolsters Data Security Cloud with Alert Logic Managed Detection and 

Response  

phoenixNAP integrates Alert Logic MDR into its secure cloud solution for enhanced risk assessment and 

cyber attack protection 

Phoenix, AZ, Apr 7, 2020 – phoenixNAP®, a global IT services provider offering security-focused cloud 

infrastructure, dedicated servers, colocation, and specialized Infrastructure-as-a-Service technology 

solutions, today announced a collaboration with Alert Logic, the industry’s first SaaS-enabled managed 

detection and response provider. This partnership will expand phoenixNAP’s Data Security Cloud (DSC) 

to include Alert Logic’s market-defining managed detection and response solution, enabling quicker 

threat detection, an enhanced ability to respond to security incidents, and complete and continuous 

monitoring of an organization’s attack surface. 

 

Data Security Cloud is phoenixNAP’s compliance-ready cloud solution built for organizations that require 

advanced security or operate under strict regulatory requirements. Using industry-leading hardware and 

software technologies, DSC provides core protection against Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) and zero-

day vulnerabilities, while ensuring exceptional performance. Alert Logic’s managed detection and 

response capabilities add a valuable security layer to the solution, providing a unique combination of 

award-winning SaaS security platform, continuous threat research and analytics, and 24/7 security 

experts.  

 

“Alert Logic enabled us to add critical capabilities to our Data Security Cloud and make it even more 

powerful in addressing the needs of modern organizations,” said Ian McClarty, President at phoenixNAP. 

“Given that many businesses do not have the resources or knowledge to implement the right 

protection, DSC solves their challenge by providing easy and affordable access to enterprise-grade 

technologies. Alert Logic builds upon that value proposition by providing 24/7 security experts for full 

visibility across an organization’s IT assets, enabling businesses to meet even the most sophisticated 

security and compliance goals.” 

 

Data Security Cloud is delivered on an OpEx model, enabling medium sized businesses to access 

enterprise-grade security technologies at an affordable price point. It is available in two subscriptions: 

Essentials and Advanced.  

 

“phoenixNAP provides superior data protection to its customers through a highly secure, state-of-the-

art cloud infrastructure platform, bringing mid-sized and other resource constrained businesses the kind 

of security typically afforded only to large enterprises,” said Bob Lyons, CEO, Alert Logic. “The 

partnership with Alert Logic enhances phoenixNAP’s ability to detect and respond to cyber threats, 

helping security teams bridge gaps and reduce the likelihood or impact of successful attacks.” 

 

On April 16, phoenixNAP and Alert Logic will partner for a webinar: “How to Recognize Cyber-Attack 

Symptoms and Ensure Infrastructure Health.” In the webinar, Alert Logic’s Jack Danahy, SVP and Chief 

Evangelist and phoenixNAP’s William Bell, SVP of Product will discuss the new partnership and why 



 
 

managed detection and response is best positioned to help companies address their cybersecurity skills 

gap and today’s increasingly complex threat landscape. To register to attend the webinar, visit here.  

 

For more information on Data Security Cloud, visit here.  

About phoenixNAP and Alert Logic 

phoenixNAP is an award-winning IT hosting provider whose highest priority is providing you with 

immense value through the building of security services. Powered by the insight and analytics of Alert 

Logic’s SaaS-enabled Managed Detection and Response (MDR) solution, phoenixNAP offers 24/7/365 

monitoring and response for your infrastructure wherever it resides. phoenixNAP has a responsive and 

knowledgeable team of IT professionals, leading edge technologies to elevate your business, and a 

global network of locations and IT services to help drive your success. Together, phoenixNAP and Alert 

Logic remove the stress from IT management & security to give you peace of mind so you can focus on 

your core business. 

phoenixNAP is a Premier Service Provider in the VMware® Cloud Provider Program and a Platinum 

Veeam® Cloud & Service Provider partner. phoenixNAP is also a PCI DSS Validated Service Provider and 

its flagship facility is SOC Type 1 and SOC Type 2 audited. 
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